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Abstract

Peripheral nerve injury is a rare but significant perioperative complication. Despite a variety of investigations that include observational, experimental, human cadaveric and animal studies, we have an incomplete understanding of the etiology of PPNI and the means to prevent it. In this article we reviewed current knowledge pertinent to perioperative upper extremity peripheral nerve injury and optimal intraoperative patient positioning.
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Introduction

Perioperative peripheral nerve injury (PPNI) is a rare complication with a reported incidence of 0.03-0.1% [1,2]. PPNI is a significant source of patient disability and is the second most common cause of anesthesia malpractice claims [3,4]. Various types of studies have investigated PPNI including closed claims analyses, experimental animal models, observational studies, experimental volunteer studies and human cadaver studies. Despite these efforts, the mechanism of this injury is not completely understood [5]. In 2000, the ASA released a practice advisory for the prevention of peripheral nerve injury that was primarily based on expert consultant opinion [6]. The advisory was updated in 2011 and 2018. The most common perioperative peripheral nerve injuries involve the upper extremity with ulnar neuropathy and brachial plexus injury being the most frequent [3,4]. In this article we review upper extremity PPNI with regards to anatomy and physiology, mechanisms of injury, risk factors, and prevention of upper extremity PPNI.

Anatomy and Physiology of Peripheral Nerves

Peripheral nerves consist of bundles of nerve fibers (axons) that lie outside the pial covering of the central nervous system. These nerves include sensory afferent nerve fibers that connect receptors in the body to the central nervous system and motor efferent nerve fibers that connect the central nervous system to muscles or glands. Every nerve fiber is made up of many individual neurons, each with dendrites, cell bodies and axons. The sensory axons are either somatic or visceral and they...
innervate receptors in the skin, muscle, bone and viscera providing information in regard to touch, temperature, proprioception, pressure, and pain. When a nerve receives a stimulus to its dendrites from the CNS or a receptor in the body, an electrical impulse is created which moves down the dendrite, through the cell body and down the axon. At the tip of the axon, the neuron connects to other neurons by means of a chemical synapse, and the impulse is transmitted chemically to the next nerve(s).

Peripheral nerves are made up of multiple axons. Each axon is has a connective tissue sheath called the endoneurium. The axons are bundled into fascicles by a surrounding sheath called the perineurium. Finally, each peripheral nerve is made up of many fascicles enclosed in a dense connective tissue sheath called the epineurium. These connective tissue sheaths support the nerve structure and supply the axons with blood (vasonervorum) and lymph vessels. Schematic presentation of the cross-section of a peripheral nerve is depicted in (Figure 1). The larger nerves are more often myelinated while the smaller diameter nerves are unmyelinated. A myelinated nerve is surrounded by the plasma membrane of Schwann cells. This plasma membrane spirals around the axon in concentric layers. Each myelinated axon is surrounded by a series of Schwann cells along its length. Schwann cells meet at the Nodes of Ranvier. Generally, Schwann cells support axons by providing metabolites and tropic factors. Myelinated nerve fibers are also known as A fibers and they conduct signals much faster than unmyelinated nerve fibers due to the configuration of Schwann cells. Unmyelinated nerve fibers are named C fibers, are more common than A fibers and have a smaller diameter.

The blood supply to peripheral nerves is provided by the vasonervorum. These vessels are derived from branches of nerve-associated small arteries that form a plexus of vessels after they enter the epineurium. This plexus also penetrates the perineurium and the endoneurium as arterioles and capillaries. In experimental animal models, the blood supply to peripheral nerves has been shown to have no intrinsic autoregulation, thus blood flow to peripheral nerve is dependent on mean arterial blood pressure [7-9]. In experimental animal models, High blood flow in the sciatic nerve was observed between mean blood pressures of 80-110 mmHg and marked decrease in the peripheral nerve blood flow was observed at mean blood pressures below 85 mmHg [7]. However, normal blood flow exceeds the metabolic requirements of peripheral nerves by a favorable margin [10]. Thus, a significant reduction in the blood flow to the nerve is required to affect the conduction of impulse in the nerve. Acute nerve ischemia leads to impairment of impulse conduction across the nerve [11].

**Mechanisms of Perioperative Nerve Injury**

Injury to a peripheral nerve can occur from damage to any or all of its parts, the nerve itself, the surrounding connective tissue, the Schwann cells, or the blood vessels supplying the peripheral nerve. Such injury can occur by compression or stretch of the nerve, or by loss of blood flow to the nerve resulting in ischemia. The etiology of PPNI is multifactorial and complex. Direct trauma to the peripheral nerve leading to disruption of nerve fibers will cause injury. However, with PPNI the most common etiology is believed to be ischemia of the peripheral nerve [12-24]. Stretch and compression of the peripheral nerve can cause ischemia [25]. During surgery patients are placed in positions that would not be tolerated in the non-anesthetized state. Such positions can stretch peripheral nerves of the upper extremity. Stretch of the peripheral nerve beyond 5-15% of its original length may lead to ischemia in the nerve and results in slowing of conduction in the peripheral nerve [26-30]. Stretch of the peripheral nerve leads to an increase in the intraneurial pressure and
compression of intraneural capillaries resulting in ischemia [28-33].

Direct external compressive forces may increase local tissue pressure leading to a reduction in perfusion pressure and subsequent ischemia. Depending on position, compression may also directly affect the local blood supply to the peripheral nerve. Reduction in the mean arterial pressure (MAP) can affect peripheral nerve function under general anesthesia and may decrease conduction in the peripheral nerve especially in the presence of compression or stretch [34,35]. Simultaneous compression at the point of contact with prominent bony structures and stretch may occur in certain positions. Magnetic resonance imaging in human cadavers revealed that the ulnar nerve is stretched over the medial epicondyle with incremental flexion of the elbow [36]. This stretch results in elongation of the ulnar nerve up to 18% greater than resting nerve length [36]. Perioperative ulnar neuropathy may be due to inflammation. A recent study by Staff et al suggests inflammation as an etiology for perioperative peripheral nerve injury. In this study, some patients with perioperative ulnar neuropathy had evidence of diffuse generalized microneuritis that improved significantly when treated with high-dose steroids [37].

Seddon has classified nerve injury as belonging to one of three types: neurapraxia, axonotmesis and neurotmesis. Neurapraxia is a mild degree of nerve damage that causes a failure of signal conduction through the injured segment of nerve. This type of injury is reversible. Axonotmesis involves a disruption of the axon of the nerve, but its supportive tissues including the endoneurium remain intact. This injury is also potentially reversible but requires neural regeneration. Finally, neurotmesis is the complete severing of the nerve: the axon and all its supporting connective tissues. This type of nerve injury has a poor prognosis for recovery [38].

Risk Factors for Perioperative Peripheral Nerve Injury

The etiology of PPNI is multifactorial. PPNI can occur due to predisposing factors such as patient co-morbidities and anatomical differences in association with precipitating factors that lead to direct damage to the nerve or more likely acute ischemia (Table 1). Male gender, extreme body habitus, prolonged hospitalization, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, tobacco use, general anesthesia, prone position, neurosurgical procedures and orthopedic procedures have all been associated with PPNI [1,314]. Hypotension, hypoxia, dehydration, electrolyte disturbance and hypothermia have also been associated with PPNI [38].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Factors associated with Perioperative Peripheral Nerve Injury</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prolonged hospital stay &gt; 14 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremes body habitus (BMI&lt;25 or &gt;38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General anesthesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The prone position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurosurgical procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthopedic procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypotension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypoxia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dehydration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrolyte disturbance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothermia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Risk factors associated with perioperative peripheral nerve injury.

The Closed Claims Analysis Project

An important source of information on the occurrence and mechanisms of peripheral nerve injury has been the American Society of Anesthesiology Closed Claims Project (ASA CCP) [3,4]. This project was established in 1984 by the American Society of Anesthesiologists to identify anesthesia-related complications and their mechanisms in order to improve patient safety. The project was one response to rising professional liability insurance premiums; 11% of dollars paid for patient injury claims were related to anesthesiologists, while they represented only 3% of physicians in the United States [39]. The ASA CCP is a collection of evaluations of anesthesia-related injuries from the closed claims files of 35 professional liability insurance companies in the United States. These companies insure approximately 60% of practicing anesthesiologists in the United States. Each closed claim file is evaluated by at least one trained anesthesiologist who follows strict data collection instructions. Inclusion of a claim in the project depends on the availability of enough information to reconstruct the events leading to the claim to determine the nature and possibly the cause of the injury as well as the appropriateness of care.

These files typically contain hospital and medical records, narrative statements from healthcare personnel

and expert witnesses, deposition summaries and the amount of the settlement or jury award. The data collection forms, summaries and determinations of appropriateness of care are then sent to two or three practicing anesthesiologists on the ASA CCP Committee for review. As of the year 2000, there were 5,480 claims in the ASA CCP (from 1961-99), dental injuries excluded [39]. Data from the ASA CCP can provide insight into the types and mechanisms of injury, but it also has limitations. Only claims in which information is deemed adequate can be added to the ASA CCP. Other limitations are the retrospective nature of the analysis, bias toward more severe injury (those injuries most likely to result in a malpractice action), and the representation of only 60% of practicing anesthesiologists. Also, the incidence of peripheral nerve damage cannot be determined from the information provided in the ASA CCP because it lacks a denominator of total surgical procedures (population at risk).

There have been two analyses of the ASA CCP to look at peripheral nerve damage in anesthesia-related injury. The first was published in 1990 and examined 1,541 files accumulated in the ASA CCP through May 1989. Of these files, 227 or 15% were related to nerve injury. Some nerves were more frequently injured than others. Injury to the ulnar nerve made up one third of total claims, while the brachial plexus (23%) and lumbosacral nerve roots (16%) were second and third most common injuries respectively [3]. Ten years later, another analysis was completed on 4,183 files in the ASA CCP. In this publication anesthesia-related nerve injury made up 16% (670 claims) of the total number of claims, an insignificant change from previous findings [4]. The authors of the second analysis hypothesized that the reason the incidence of nerve injury has not changed over a decade is primarily due to the incomplete understanding of the mechanisms of nerve injury. Thus, consistent methods for intervention and prevention of injury are not feasible. Only a few claims expressly described the mechanism of injury. For example, 10 of the 113 ulnar nerve injury claims described the mechanism of injury. In 66% of all the files involving nerve injury, care was deemed appropriate despite the injury. In contrast, in only 42% of all other types of claims was care found to be appropriate [4].

An updated ASA CCP report of PPNI under general anesthesia (GA) between 1990 and 2013 showed that PPNI claims accounted for 12% (420 claims) of all anesthesia malpractice claims (3454 claims) [40]. Compared to other anesthesia claims, claims for PNI involved patients who are males, adults, healthier (ASA physical status I-II), and having elective procedures. Thirty-nine percent of PPNI claims associated with GA involved spine, nonspine orthopedic, cardiac and neurosurgery procedures. Eighty-four percent of PPNI associated with GA involved the upper extremity (36% brachial plexus, 30% ulnar injury, 10% median, and 8% radial nerve) [40]. The mechanism of injury could not be identified in 6% of nerve injury claims while 39% of claims did have an identifiable cause [40].

The incidence of Perioperative Peripheral Nerve Injury (PPNI)

The incidence of PPNI cannot be determined from the ASA CCP; however, there have been a number of studies that have provided an estimate of the incidence of this injury. A retrospective analysis of 380,680 anesthetic cases at a tertiary care university hospital identified only 112 cases of peripheral nerve injury over a 10-year period, a rate of 0.03% [1]. In this study, PPNI was defined as a new sensory and/or motor deficit occurring within 48 hours of sedation or anesthesia. Three databases were examined to identify these injuries, the Department of Anesthesiology's closed claims files and Quality Assurance database, as well as the institution's outpatient and inpatient medical diagnoses and billing codes database. This low incidence of perioperative nerve injury may be an underestimation due to the definition of nerve injury used in the study. One prospective study looking at only ulnar nerve injury showed that this perioperative injury often does not manifest until more than 48 hours after surgery [41], so patients with as yet undiagnosed nerve injury may have been excluded in the retrospective study. Other studies have shown that injury to peripheral nerves during cardiac surgery may be much higher at 1.5%–24% for brachial plexus injury [42].

Ulnar Neuropathy

Despite the seeming lack of improvement in patient safety, much has been discerned in regard to peripheral nerve injury from the ASA CCP. According to the ASA CCP published in 1999, 28% of PPNI malpractice claims involved the ulnar nerve suggesting that this nerve is the most commonly injured during the perioperative period. However, a recent update of the ASA CCP published in 2018, showed ulnar nerve injury as the second most common cause of PPNI related malpractice claims, responsible for 30% of all such claims in patients who had general anesthesia [40]. Signs and symptoms of an ulnar nerve injury include pain, paresthesias and/or weakness.
of the fourth and fifth digits; manifested as reduced ability to abduct these fingers or oppose the fifth digit. Patients may first complain of a clumsy hand with loss of sensation in the palm. Over time, the hypothenar eminence may atrophy. While the mechanism of injury to the ulnar nerve (and other peripheral nerves) was historically assumed to be due to malpositioning of the patient during the perioperative period, several studies have shown that the cause of this patient injury is multifactorial.

In 1987, a prospective study was published that found 17 of 6538 orthopedic surgery patients developed ulnar neuropathy postoperatively (all patients were followed for at least six months) [43]. All 17 patients had abnormal nerve conduction times in the contralateral ulnar nerve, suggesting that these patients may have had subclinical nerve dysfunction prior to surgery [43]. A retrospective study of 1,129,692 patients who underwent noncardiac surgical procedures over a 35-year period showed an incidence of ulnar neuropathy of 1 in 2729 patients or 0.037% [14]. Ulnar neuropathy in this study was defined as persisting for at least 3 months, so the calculated incidence did not include minor neuropathy symptoms that resolved quickly. This same study identified patient risk factors not previously reported. Patients with ulnar nerve injury were found to be predominantly male (70%), thin or obese (BMI<25 or >38), and had a length of hospitalization of more than 14 days. In this study most neuropathies were diagnosed more than 24 hours after surgery.

Of the 380 patients who were followed after the initial study, 53% had complete resolution of their symptoms within one year of surgery. Six percent regained complete sensory and motor recovery but had residual paresthesia. Patients with sensory deficits had an 80% incidence of recovery compared to a recovery incidence of 35% for those with mixed motor and sensory [14]. Ulnar neuropathy in this study was defined as persisting for at least 3 months, so the calculated incidence did not include minor neuropathy symptoms that resolved quickly. This same study identified patient risk factors not previously reported. Patients with ulnar nerve injury were found to be predominantly male (70%), thin or obese (BMI<25 or >38), and had a length of hospitalization of more than 14 days. In this study most neuropathies were diagnosed more than 24 hours after surgery.

According to the ASA CCP published in 1999, the brachial plexus was the second most common peripheral nerve injury reported making up 20% of all nerve injury claims [4]. A recent update of the ASA CCP now shows brachial plexus injury as the most common cause of malpractice claims, responsible for 36% of all nerve injury malpractice claims in patients who had general anesthesia [40]. Symptoms of a brachial plexus injury include pain, parasthesias and weakness of shoulder and upper arm muscles as well as similar symptoms of the wrist and fingers. The incidence of brachial plexus injury in non-cardiac surgery is reported to be 0.02% [48]. Positioning is thought to play an important role in brachial plexus injury. The plexus has a superficial location and passes through two fixed points of anatomy, the intervertebral foramen and the axillary sheath, which place it at risk for stretch and compression during surgery. Stretch can occur during median sternotomy, when the arm is abducted to >90°, or if the head is turned away from the plexus at risk. Compression of the nerves

between the clavicle and the first rib can also occur due to shoulder braces [49]. Lateral tilt of the head and excessive abduction on the non-dependent arm in the lateral decubitus position may stretch the brachial plexus leading to injury [50]. Prognosis for recovery from a perioperative brachial plexus injury is unknown, though it may be similar to that for ulnar nerve injury.

**Median Neuropathy**

According to the ASA CCP reports, median nerve injury comprises 4-10% of anesthesia-related malpractice cases for PPNI [4,40]. The median nerve passes through the carpal tunnel, and compression of the nerve can occur in this area with even minor swelling. In addition, hyperextension of the wrist may cause both stretch and compression of the nerve. However, stretch is the main mechanism of perioperative median nerve injury. Median neuropathy commonly occurs in men between the ages of 20-40 years of age [46]. Men with large and well-developed biceps or with reduced range of elbow extension may be at greater risk when positioned in certain positions under anesthesia. They may have reduced flexibility and an inability to fully extend the elbow. This results in shortening of the median nerve over time. During general anesthesia, when the biceps is relaxed, the elbow may be stretched to an extent that would not be tolerated by the patient in the awake state. This stretching action may lead to median nerve injury [46]. Symptoms of median nerve injury consist of pain or sensory and/or motor deficits of the thumb and the first half fingers as well as the palm of the hand. The ability to oppose the thumb and fifth digit is usually compromised. Median neuropathies do not have a favorable prognosis compared to the ulnar and radial nerve. Motor dysfunction was sustained up 2 years after the initial onset of symptoms in 80% of patients with median neuropathies. Nerve conduction studies on the median nerve when the wrist is hyperextended (simulating the position for arterial line placement) revealed that 83% of subjects had a decrease in sensory action potential amplitude after approximately 40 minutes [51].

**Radial Neuropathy**

Radial nerve injury accounts for 3-8% of nerve injury identified in the ASA CCP [4,40]. Compression of the radial nerve in the mid-humerus region (spiral groove) is considered the main mechanism of injury [46]. This may occur due to compression of the radial nerve by vertical bars of abdominal retractors in the supine arms out position. In the lateral decubitus position, the vertical bars supporting the overhead arm board may compress the dependent radial nerve at the radial groove while the non-dependent radial nerve may be compressed by the overhead arm board if it protrudes into the mid-humerus. The radial nerve may be compressed and injured when the arm loses support, slips and the weight of the upper extremity is supported against the edge of the arm board or operating room table by the mid-humerus. Injury of the radial nerve may result in wrist drop or paresthesias in the dorsal side of the hand. Compared to median neuropathies, radial neuropathy has a more favorable prognosis. About 50% of patients improve within 6 months, and in 70% of the patients, symptoms completely resolved within 2 years.

**Intraoperative Patient Positioning and Upper Extremity Nerve Function**

During surgical procedures patients are positioned for optimal operative-site exposure. The effect of operative positioning on upper extremity nerve function has been evaluated. Kamel IR, et al. used intraoperative SSEP to determine the relationship between 5 operative positions and the incidence of impending upper extremity peripheral nerve injury [34]. This retrospective study included 1000 consecutive spine surgeries in which SSEP monitoring was used. The investigators defined impending peripheral nerve injury as significant SSEP changes that returned to baseline after modification of upper extremity position. The authors concluded that 92% of significant SSEP changes could be reversed with an intervention by the anesthesiologist. Postoperatively none of the patients developed postoperative clinical perioperative peripheral nerve injury. Interventions employed by the anesthesiologist, once intraoperative impending nerve injury was identified, included position modification strategies to decrease shoulder abduction, correction of extreme elbow flexion and extension, release of shoulder traction on tucked arms and return of arms to their original position if the position had been modified prior to the SSEP change. The lateral decubitus position and the prone “superman” position were significantly associated with impending upper extremity peripheral nerve injury compared to the prone arms tucked, supine arms tucked and supine arms out positions (Figure 2). The incidence of position related impending upper extremity peripheral nerve injury in the prone superman (prone surrender) and the lateral decubitus position were 7% and 7.5% respectively. The incidence of position related impending perioperative peripheral nerve injury in the supine arms out and supine arms

tucked were 3.2% and 1.8% respectively. The incidence of position related impending perioperative peripheral nerve injury in the prone arms tucked position was 2.1% [34].

Figure 2: The incidence of intraoperative impending upper extremity nerve injury in 5 standard operative positions during spine surgery. The lateral decubitus position and the prone “superman” position were significantly associated with higher incidence of impending upper extremity peripheral nerve injury compared to the prone arms tucked, supine arms tucked and supine arms out positions.

Upper Extremity Position and Peripheral Nerve Function

The ulnar nerve traverses a superficial path at the medial epicondyle of the humerus and thus is vulnerable to direct external compressive forces. Prielipp et al investigated the influence of arm position on the degree of external pressure applied to the ulnar nerve at the elbow using a computerized pressure sensing mat, clinical paresthesias and SSEP monitoring in healthy awake volunteers. The investigators compared 3 arm positions (supination, neutral orientation and pronation). The same test was applied to an additional group of volunteers whose shoulder were placed in 30°, 60° and 90° abduction. The authors concluded that forearm supination significantly minimized pressure over the ulnar nerve at the elbow (2 mmHg) compared with neutral forearm orientation (69 mmHg) and pronated forearm position (95 mmHg). Neutral forearm orientation resulted in significantly less pressure over the ulnar nerve at the elbow compared to the pronated forearm position. In the neutral forearm orientation, pressure over the ulnar nerve decreased significantly when the shoulder was abducted from 0° to 90°. In the supinated forearm position, direct pressure over the ulnar was low regardless of the degree of shoulder abduction. However, in the pronated forearm position, direct pressure over the ulnar nerve was high regardless of the degree shoulder abduction [52].

To support the empirical positioning recommendations designed to protect the brachial plexus, Coppieeters et al investigated the effect of various arm and neck positions on the upper extremity peripheral nerves using the brachial plexus tension test (BPTT) in healthy awake male volunteers [53]. This experiment was designed to test the compliance of the brachial plexus and involved body positioning similar to that required for some intraoperative surgical positions. The range of elbow extension after arm abduction, wrist extension, and lateral rotation of the arm, cervical contralateral flexion or a combination of these moves was measured. The effect of fixation of the shoulder girdle with the above positions was also investigated. Pain or full extensions were the endpoints. Application of various arm and neck positions led to substantial discomfort during elbow extension and limitation of the extension range. The study showed that elbow extension decreased as more test components were added (multiple positioning moves). In particular, wrist extension and cervical contralateral lateral flexion significantly reduced the range of motion for elbow extension. Shoulder fixation resulted in a significantly reduced range of motion in all tests. The authors concluded that cervical contralateral flexion, depression of the shoulder girdle and lateral rotation of the shoulder, in combination with shoulder abduction and wrist extension, stresses the brachial plexus and had a significant effect on the range of elbow extension. Shoulder fixation resulted in a significantly reduced range of motion in all tests. The authors concluded that cervical contralateral flexion, depression of the shoulder girdle and lateral rotation of the shoulder, in combination with shoulder abduction and wrist extension, stresses the brachial plexus and had a significant effect on the range of elbow extension. The authors further concluded that simultaneous application of these variables may easily load the peripheral nervous system and compromise vital processes in the peripheral nerve. The finding of this study supported current positioning recommendations to protect the brachial plexus. Based on the finding of their study, the authors advocate that shoulder abduction and lateral rotation be kept to a minimum, the head should remain in the midline position, the arm should be kept at the side if possible, the elbow should be gently flexed and the forearm supinated. Wrist extension and shoulder braces should be avoided whenever possible [53].

Upper Extremity Position and the Morphology of the Ulnar Nerve

The ulnar nerve is the only peripheral nerve that passes on the extensor side of the joint. This may lead to stretch of the ulnar nerve with progressive elbow flexion. Elbow flexion may lead to a significant decrease in the
The cross-sectional area of the ulnar nerve at the cubital tunnel and an increase in pressure within the cubital tunnel [54]. Elbow flexion of 70° or more led to a significant increase in the ulnar nerve intraneural pressure [54]. Flexion of the elbow to 135° resulted in an 18% elongation of the ulnar nerve [55]. The ulnar nerve is surrounded by fat through the cubital tunnel except in the segment adjacent to the medial epicondyle. MRI studies of fresh human cadavers showed that elbow flexion displaced fat posteriorly and relocated the ulnar nerve to a more anterior position against the medial epicondyle in the cubital tunnel [36]. Elevation of the shoulder, flexion of the elbow and dorsiflexion of the wrist stretched the ulnar nerve and led to a marked increase in the intraneural pressure [56].

Identifying High-Risk Patients during Preoperative Anesthetic Evaluation

As mentioned a variety of risk factors can lead to PPNI. Patient predisposition and precipitating factors can contribute to the injury. The combination of multiple risk factors and precipitating factors in the same patient is concerning and warrants special consideration. For example a patient with a history of hypertension, diabetes, tobacco use, and obesity who presents for a neurosurgical procedure and is expected to have a prolonged hospital stay is likely at increased risk of PPNI. A detailed preoperative history should be obtained from all patients. Patients with risk factors or those who will undergo procedures that are high-risk for PPNI injury deserve a thorough preoperative evaluation. This may include identifying and documenting symptoms suggesting the presence of preexisting peripheral nerve injury and evaluation of the range of motion. The ability of the patient to tolerate the operative position may also be evaluated. Muscular patients should be examined for the maximum comfortable elbow extension. For high risk-patients, PPNI should be included in the perioperative discussion and informed consent process.

The ASA Practice Advisory for the Prevention of Perioperative Peripheral Neuropathies

Evidence suggests that only a small percentage of perioperative nerve injuries can be definitively associated with positioning and padding [4]. In 1999 the American Society of Anesthesiologists adopted a Practice Advisory for the Prevention of Perioperative Peripheral Neuropathies [6]. At that time only 6 articles out of 509 reviewed had sufficient scientific evidence to link an intervention with an outcome. Thus, the Advisory was written on the basis of expert consultation. Updated Advisories were published in 2011 and 2018 [57,58]. The Advisory is still largely based on expert consensus, although some recommendations are based on level B evidence (noncomparative observational studies or case reports). Advisory Statements regarding the prevention of the upper extremity perioperative peripheral neuropathies are summarized in (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2018 ASA Advisory for the Prevention of Perioperative Peripheral Neuropathies(*)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preoperative evaluation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is helpful to ascertain that patients can tolerate the anticipated operative position comfortably</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positioning Strategies for the upper extremities to reduce perioperative brachial plexus neuropathy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm abduction should be limited to 90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the prone position, patient may comfortably tolerate arm abduction greater than 90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positioning Strategies for the upper extremities to reduce perioperative ulnar nerve neuropathy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supine arms out(on arm board)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The arm should be positioned to decrease pressure on the postcondylar(ulnar) groove of the humerus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supination or the neutral forearm positions result in decreased pressure on the ulnar groove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supine arms tucked (at the side)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The forearm should be in the neutral position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elbow flexion may increase the risk of ulnar neuropathy(avoid elbow flexion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is no consensus on an acceptable degree of flexion during the perioperative period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positioning Strategies for the upper extremities to reduce perioperative radial nerve neuropathy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prolonged pressure on spiral groove of the humerus should be avoided(may cause radial nerve injury)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positioning Strategies for the upper extremities to reduce perioperative median nerve neuropathy</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Extension of the elbow beyond the range that is comfortable during the preoperative assessment may stretch the median nerve.

**Periodic assessment of the upper extremity during surgery**

Periodic perioperative assessment are required to maintain the desired upper extremity position.

**Protective Padding**

Padding arm boards and the elbow may decrease the risk of PPNI.

The inappropriate use of padding may increase the risk of PPNI (tight padding).

**Chest Rolls**

The use of chest roll in the lateral decubitus position may decrease the risk of PPNI.

**Equipment**

The use of shoulder braces may increase the risk of PPNI (especially in a steep head-down position).

**Postoperative Assessment**

Postoperative assessment of nerve function may lead to early diagnosis of PPNI.

---

**Table 2:** Summary of statement regarding upper extremity perioperative peripheral nerve injury in the ASA practice advisory for the prevention of perioperative peripheral nerve injury.

---

**Positioning Patients for Surgery**

The goal of positioning patients for surgery is to provide optimal operating conditions while maintaining patient safety and minimizing stress on peripheral nerves. Upper extremity positions that lead to stretch or compression of the peripheral nerves should be avoided whenever possible. The head and neck should be maintained in the neutral position while avoiding lateral angulation or rotation. Safety straps should not be tight to avoid direct compression of peripheral nerves and surrounding tissues. The use of shoulder braces should be avoided especially in the steep head-down position. If the use of shoulder braces is deemed necessary, braces should be positioned more laterally against the acromioclavicular joints to reduce direct compression on the brachial plexus. The elbow should not be overextended in a position that would not be tolerated by the patient when awake. Physiologic parameters affecting the perfusion pressure of the peripheral nerve, such as MAP, should be optimized. Based on available knowledge of nerve injury and operative positioning, we advocate the following strategies when positioning the upper extremity for surgery:

---

**The Supine Position**

The supine position is the most common patient position on the operating room table. The patient’s arms are positioned either away from the sides on arm boards (supine arms out) or at the sides (supine arms tucked).

In the supine arms out position, there is conflicting literature on a safe level of arm abduction when the arms are placed on arm boards. In spite of this, consulted experts believe that when the arms are abducted on arm boards, abduction should be no more than 90°, and the forearm should be placed in the supine (palms up) or neutral position (palms toward the body). The cubital tunnel of the elbow should be padded to avoid pressure on the ulnar nerve. The wrist should be neutral with respect to the forearm and not extended or flexed. The arm board and padding should be at the same level as the operating room bed and mattress to prevent posterior displacement of the arm. Strategies for positioning the upper extremity in the supine arms out position are summarized in (Table 3).

---

**Table 3:** Upper extremity positioning strategies to minimize compression and stretch of peripheral nerves in the supine arms out position.

---
be protected with padding. Finally, the arm should be protected (with padding or positioning) from all other hard objects. Strategies for positioning the upper extremity in the supine arms tucked position are summarized in (Table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arms tucked positions(supine and prone)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head and neck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elbow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forearm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4:** Upper extremity positioning strategies to minimize compression and stretch of peripheral nerves in the arms tucked positions (supine and prone).

The Prone Position

Patients are placed in the prone position primarily for spine surgeries and some cranial surgeries. After induction of anesthesia, the patient is placed in the prone position with arms tucked at the sides (prone arms tucked) or placed in front in the "superman" position (prone surrender position). In the prone arms tucked position the safest position for the arms is in the neutral position, palmer surfaces facing the body. Protruding portions of the arms must be padded and the arms generally protected from hard objects. Shoulder traction, usually achieved by taping the shoulders, should be avoided. If shoulder traction is deemed necessary to allow for intraoperative cervical spine imaging studies, it should be minimized. Strategies for positioning the upper extremity in the prone arms tucked position are summarized in Table 4.

In the prone surrender (prone superman) position; the shoulder should be abducted less than 90°, while posterior displacement of the shoulder by gel rolls or supporting structures should be avoided. The arm should be padded to avoid compression of the mid-humeral area by supporting structures such as the Wilson frame. Lateral rotation of the arm should be avoided. The arm board should be at or lower than the level of the operating room table. The elbow should be padded and extreme elbow flexion (>90°) avoided. The forearm should be in neutral or pronated position. The wrist should be in a neutral position in relation to the forearm. Strategies for positioning the upper extremity in the prone surrender position are summarized in (Table 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prone &quot;surrender&quot; Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head &amp; neck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abducted less than 90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elbow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexed (avoid extreme flexion &gt;90°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forearm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5:** Upper extremity positioning strategies to minimize compression and stretch of peripheral nerves in the prone surrender position.

The Lateral Decubitus Position

Patients are placed in the lateral decubitus position for a variety of surgical procedures that include thoracic, spinal and general surgery. When placed in lateral decubitus position the goal is to avoid or minimize compressive forces on the dependent brachial plexus while avoiding stretching of the non-dependent brachial plexus and peripheral nerves. The brachial plexus may be compressed between the humeral head and the thoracic cage [38]. A chest roll should be placed under the dependent chest to reduce compressive forces over the dependent brachial plexus. The chest roll should not be placed under the dependent axilla. A one-liter saline bag wrapped in a towel, or inflatable air bags may be used as chest rolls. Application of an inflatable air bag as a chest
roll has been shown to significantly decrease the pressure under the dependent shoulder from 66 mmHg to 20 mmHg [59]. However, the position of the patient’s head and neck should be rechecked and readjusted after application of the chest roll as the average lateral neck angulation has been observed to increase from 14° to 20° after chest roll inflation [59]. The arm board supporting the dependent arm and its padding should be at the same level as the operating room table. Shoulder abduction should be maintained less than 90°. The dependent elbow should be extended, while avoiding full or hyperextension. The dependent forearm should be maintained in the supinated position and wrist overextension should be avoided. The arm bar supporting the arm rest for the non-dependent arm should be clear of the dependent arm especially the mid-humeral area. The non-dependent arm should be at the level of the non-dependent shoulder and shoulder abduction should be maintained less than 90°. The non-dependent arm should be padded, especially under the elbow, while avoiding extreme elbow flexion (>90° flexion). The non-dependent forearm is usually in the pronated position. Positioning strategies for the upper extremity in the lateral decubitus position are summarized in (Table 6).

![Table 6: Upper extremity positioning strategies to minimize compression and stretch of peripheral nerves in the lateral decubitus position.](image)

**Neuromonitoring**

Multiple authors have reported the successful use of SSEP to monitor the function of peripheral nerves during surgery and to identify and reverse upper extremity neurapraxia under general anesthesia [34,60-75]. Although SSEP monitoring is used primarily to monitor the integrity of the central nervous system during neurosurgical and spinal procedures, it provides the added benefit of monitoring peripheral nerve function. Intraoperative neurapraxia detected by SSEP may indicate impending nerve injury. Modification of the upper extremity position to reduce stretch or compression of peripheral nerve leads to resolution of...
neurapraxia and potentially prevents PPNI [34]. Position modification that may lead to reversal of impending nerve injury includes, reducing elbow flexion and extension, abducting the shoulder <90°, removing restricting arm bands and tape, adding padding to the elbow joint, reducing elbow and wrist extension and returning the arm to the original position, if moving the arm caused the conduction change [34]. Kamel IR, et al. used SSEP to investigate the relationship between intraoperative mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) and upper extremity neurapraxia during spine surgery in the prone surrender position [76].

The authors reported MAP changes as independent predictors for intraoperative upper extremity neurapraxia. MAP below 55 mmHg for 5 or more minutes was significantly associated with higher incidence of intraoperative upper extremity neurapraxia while maintaining the MAP above 80 mmHg for a total duration of 55 or more minutes throughout the case was significantly associated with lower incidence of intraoperative upper extremity neurapraxia [76]. The major limitation of SSEP monitoring is that it is considered a limited resource in most institutions and so is not routinely used to monitor upper extremity nerve function under general anesthesia. Also, only stimulated nerves can be monitored. Thus, it is very unlikely that all peripheral nerves will be stimulated during a surgical case. However, whenever SSEP monitoring is used it should be utilized to identify intraoperative upper extremity neurapraxia.

Postoperative Patient Positioning

During the postoperative period hospitalized patients are commonly in bed and in the supine position. Their hands and forearms are usually resting on the abdomen or chest while the elbows rest on the bed. Maintenance of this position for a prolonged period may lead to nerve injury especially in high-risk patients. In this position, elbow flexion leads to stretching of the ulnar nerve and the pronated position of the forearm increases pressure on the ulnar nerve at the cubital tunnel. This may partially explain why new onset ulnar nerve injury often manifests days after surgery and why injury to this nerve is also reported in medical patients not undergoing surgical procedures [14,41,44]. Patients should be instructed to avoid this position for prolonged periods of time and nurses caring for postoperative patients should be made aware of these potential complications.

Managing PPNI

Postoperative assessment of upper extremity peripheral nerve function may lead to early diagnosis of PPNI [58]. If a patient develops PPNI, a detailed history and evaluation should be obtained with particular focus on the type (sensory versus motor) and distribution of the deficit. If there is an isolated sensory loss the patient should be followed for 5 days. If the deficit persists for longer than 5 days a neurologist should be consulted. Patients with a motor component to the injury should be seen by a neurologist as soon as possible. Cases with a motor component usually indicate a more severe injury and often a worse prognosis. All management steps should be documented in the patient’s medical record.
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